OCTOBER 2021 NEWSLETTER

PRODUCT NEWS

OUP Big Deal
For 2022, OUP is offering attractive pricing for schools wishing to upgrade to the full journal collection. And all subscribing CC schools will get a 10% APC discount.

EBSCO EconLit Full Text
The active, full-text, non-open access journal retail value is $271,359 and includes 307 titles not in any version of EBSCO Academic Search.

PRODUCT NEWS

Oxford Music Online

FEATURED:

Duke University Press

In recognition of the financial challenges that many libraries continue to face as a result of COVID-19, Duke University Press has made the decision to keep 2020 prices again for the 2022 calendar year for Duke University Press electronic collections.

Carolina Consortium subscribers get discounts off the published pricing for three collections:

E-DUKE JOURNALS
Online access and perpetual ownership of Duke’s 50+ journals.
Title list and more information

E-DUKE BOOKS
Customers receive access to over 2,000 backlist titles with 100 additional, new titles added each year.
Title list and more information

EUCLID PRIME
A collection of high-impact, peer-reviewed journals in theoretical and applied mathematics and statistics. The 2022 collection includes current content from 31 titles.
Title list and more information

Questions? Contact: bucknall@uncg.edu
https://library.uncg.edu/carolinaconsortium/
CC Library Spotlight-

Chowan University is a Christian educational institution founded in 1848 by Baptist families and named Chowan - which means "people of the south" - to honor the Native American Algonquin Chowanook tribe. For over 170 years, Chowan has enjoyed a long and distinguished tradition of faith and education in Northeastern NC.

Website

The Carolina Consortium serves academic institutions with a combined student FTE of 547,000.

Through the Carolina Consortium, Chowan's Whitaker Library has 25 subscriptions to databases, ebook packages, ejournal deals, and streaming video services.

CC webinars and meetings (Zoom connection info shared via the CC email list)

1. **Usage Statistics, part two** - will be recorded and sent to the CC list soon
2. **CC Big Deals** - Sept 16 recording available to CC members by request
3. **Wiley Big Deal Options for 2022** - Sept 22 recording available to CC members by request
4. **CC NC Elsevier Options for 2022** – Monday Oct 18, 10:00
5. **Wiley R&P details** - late October or early November.
6. **Wiley UBCM shared ebook deal for NC schools** - late October or early November

For a current list of events, see:

[CC Events Web Page](#)
Upcoming Renewals and Expirations

Many EBSCO database subscriptions expire at the end of the calendar year. Later this month I will be asking schools for renew/cancel decisions.

Many SAGE Premier invoices have been sent out with pricing that is usually 5% higher than the CC negotiated rate. SAGE and EBSCO are working to correct the problem.

Elsevier has sent inaccurate or incomplete pricing options and information to some CC schools. The 2022 CC deal is still under negotiation. We hope to discuss options with the membership within the next week or two.

CUP and Springer journal pricing is finalized and should be sent out soon. If any current Springer or CUP big deal subscribers want to leave the deal at the end of 2021, they need to notify Tim ASAP.

OUP journal pricing and options have been sent to customers. Subscribers have several options and choices to make in the next few weeks.

Wiley big deal - If you are interested in renewing or joining the Read and Publish offer or the Reduced Content offer, please tell Tim by Oct 22nd. Once we know who’s “in”, then that group can work out the details.

Wiley UBCM Shared ebook deal - If NC schools are interested in gaining access to 22,000+ Wiley ebooks and purchasing about 1100 titles per year, please tell Tim by Oct 22nd.

CC NEWS AND UPDATES

Meet Carolina Consortium Advisory Group member Carol Joyner Cramer.

The group advises the CC leadership on strategic issues, especially those that affect the future directions of the consortium.

Carol has worked at Wake Forest University since 1999. She is currently Head of Collection Management. Before tackling Collection Management, she worked in Reference and as an Electronic Resources Librarian. In her spare time she enjoys cooking, traveling, puzzles, and reading.
NEED MORE CAROLINA CONSORTIUM INFO?

This newsletter does not contain confidential details like CC pricing, inflation rates, or usage stats for individual schools. For that reason, it is fine to share this newsletter with colleagues within or outside the CC.

CC members can request access to the CC’s detailed confidential information by sending an email request to bucknall@uncg.edu

If any CC library staff member would like to join the CC listserv and get more frequent and detailed updates via email, please email a request to bucknall@uncg.edu